GUEST EDITORIAL
The first successful man-made satellite, Sputnik 1, was launched into orbit by the USSR in 1957, and the race was on.
In 1965, NASA's Ed White became the first man to walk in space. A few years later in 1969, the world heard the live broadcast &dquo;Houston, the Eagle has landed.&dquo; Man was on the moon. No longer were the stories by Isaac Asimov, the TV series &dquo;Lost in Space,&dquo; or even the film &dquo;2001: A Space Odyssey,&dquo; quite so unbelievable.
Leonardo De Vinci's first rocket had developed into the reusable space shuttle with thousands of engineers working in the space program at NASA's Johnson, Ames, Goddard, Marshall, Langley, Kennedy, and other aerospace centers. With the plans and developments for Space Station Freedom pushing the barriers further away, even the sky is no longer the limit.
Friday, April 4,1991, at 9:00 a.m. EST, hundreds of people at NASA sit watching the television monitor, waiting, hoping, and thinking about the flight about to launch. STS-37 is a shuttle mission to carry into space the second of four &dquo;Great Observatories&dquo; NASA plans to deploy into orbit to study the universe across the electromagnetic spectrum. The Hubble Space Telescope put in space last year was the first observatory. The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), to be set in orbit on the third day of this shuttle's five day mission, is to be the second. Two more, the Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics. Facility and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility, are scheduled in the late 1990s. The GRO, in excess of 35,000 pounds, is the heaviest payload any shuttle has ever carried into space and this may result in more difficulties in deployment than the Hubble Telescope.
The countdown continuesnine minutes and holding. Finally 10, 9, 8, 7 ... we sit staring at the monitor, not a sound, then &dquo;We have liftoff.&dquo; Atlantis is off! What a sight as it lifts off the pad; nine seconds into the flight and the roll maneuver begins, one minute, two minutes, SRB separation, three minutes ... all systems &dquo;go&dquo; as Atlantis climbs higher and higher. Eight minutes and thirty nine seconds into the flight and Atlantis is 370,500 feet above the earth's surface -Space! Eight hours into the flight high above the earth the payload doors open. The Systems Engineering Simulator laboratory (SES) at Johnson Space Center, Houston, is a buzz of activity. Mission specialists Goodwin, Apt, and Ross spent many long hours running their in-flight tasks on this simulator. Now it is time to check, review, and re-evaluate all the data and information the astronauts are sending back to Mission Control.
Nine hours into the flight and the crew takes the Remote Manipulator Arm (RMS) through its various maneuvers. The collected data is sent back to SES via mission control. The ground crew and engineers run the collected data for comparison checks. This information is run to verify that the SES models have simulated the correct responses when used to train the astronauts for the upcoming tasks in space.
Because of the exceptionally heavy load it is necessary to check the predicted results with the data collected. This allows a command to the RMS in a given axis X to be checked for unpredicted movement such as Y, Z, roll, pitch, and yaw. These comparisons and measurements of the RMS joint tachometer biases prove to be comfortably close to those simulated at the SES prior to the flight. The excitement mounts as we now know that the astronauts are working in this gravity-free environment that SES was able to simulate properly for them prior to their mission. By 3:30 p.m., on day three of Atlantis' mission, GRO is released into orbit. Despite a minor delay because of the high gain antenna, every thing is going well. The first American, since 1985, walks in space. Although a walk in space is scheduled for Day Four of the mission, the problem with the high gain antenna requires the team to open the antenna manually. The antenna opens without a hitch. Another star for the human in space! On Day Four, the crew evaluates the Crew and Equipment Translation Aids (CETA), a transportation device for use on the exterior of Space Station Freedom. Further experiments for the crew include the ability to use tools in a weightless environment; this is something we have yet to simulate effectively. Seventy-eight orbits after lift off, Atlantis glides into Edwards Air Force Base, California. Another successful trip into space completed.
NASA's use of simulation computers from the analog simulator used to evaluate the Lunar Landing in 1969 to the present systems technology in the SES laboratory is continually changing. These changes and developments are not restricted to this one NASA facility. They continue to be ongoing processes used to push back the barriers in space. The papers in this Aerospace edition of your journal represent some of the work done by engineers working in the SES laboratory. This laboratory, used by NASA for procedural training and engineering studies, is in the forefront of simulation used in our effort to conquer space. We have come a long way from the first flight at Kitty Hawk, yet the final frontier is still there even as our technology advances.
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